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on bilateral trade in the aggregate gravity
equation into the contribution of a number of different terms from sectoral gravity
equations: (i) origin fixed effects; (ii) destination fixed effects; (iii) distance; (iv) our
Jensen’s Inequality correction term; and (v)
the error term. These terms vary bilaterally with the set of sectors in which there
is positive trade and enter the error term
in a conventional aggregate gravity equation. We show that our Jensen’s Inequality
correction term makes a quantitatively relevant contribution towards the overall effect of distance in the aggregate gravity
equation. Although we focus on the aggregate economy and sectors as our two nests
of utility, our theoretical results hold for
any definition and number of nests with
the CES demand system. Therefore, our
analysis also encompasses, for example, regions and firms as other possible levels of
aggregation.1 Finally, although for brevity
we focus on international trade, our analysis also goes through for other gravity applications in economics with a nested CES
or nested logit demand structure, including
migration, commuting and financial flows.
Our paper is related to a large literature on the gravity equation in international trade, including Anderson and
van Wincoop (2003) and Allen, Arkolakis
and Takahashi (2018), as recently surveyed in Anderson (2011) and Head and
Mayer (2014). Most empirical research
has estimated the gravity equation using data on aggregate bilateral trade between countries, as in Eaton and Kortum
(2002) and Redding and Venables (2004).
However, many studies have instead esti-

One of the most successful empirical relationships in economics is the gravity equation, which relates bilateral trade between
an origin and destination to bilateral frictions, origin characteristics, and destination characteristics. A key decision for researchers in estimating this relationship is
the level of aggregation. While the gravity
equation is log linear, aggregation involves
summing the level rather than the log level
of trade. Therefore, Jensen’s Inequality appears to imply that if a log linear gravity
equation holds at one level of aggregation, it
cannot simultaneously hold at another level
of aggregation. In such circumstances, estimating the gravity equation at another level
of aggregation at best provides a log linear
approximation to the data. This problem
is compounded by the absence of a clear
theoretical consensus about the appropriate level of aggregation at which to estimate
the gravity equation. In line with this theoretical ambiguity, some researchers have estimated this relationship at the aggregate
level, while others have estimated it using
data on regions, sectors or even firms.
In this paper, we use the nested constant
elasticity of substitution (CES) demand
system to show that a log linear gravity
equation holds exactly at each nest of utility. Using the Independence of Irrelevant
Alternatives (IIA) properties of CES, we
derive an exact Jensen’s Inequality correction term for aggregation across the nests
of the utility function. We use this result
to decompose the overall effect of distance
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1 Whereas we focus on gravity equation estimation
for sectoral and aggregate trade, Redding and Weinstein
(2018) develop a theoretical framework for aggregating
from millions of trade transactions on firms and products to national trade and welfare using data on trade
values and quantities.
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mated the same gravity relationship using more disaggregated data on sectors, regions and even firms, as in Davis and Weinstein (1999), Head and Ries (2001), Feenstra, Markusen and Rose (2001), Combes,
Lafourcade and Mayer (2005), Bernard,
Redding and Schott (2011), and Bas, Mayer
and Thoenig (2017)).
The remainder of this paper is structured
as follows. In Section I, we develop our
main theoretical result. In Section II, we
estimate gravity equations at both the sectoral and aggregate levels. We use these
estimates to decompose the overall effect of
distance on bilateral trade in the aggregate
gravity equation. Section III concludes.
I.

Theoretical Framework

We consider a simple model of international trade across countries and sectors
based on differentiation by origin following Armington (1969). Although we choose
this formulation for simplicity, our results
hold for any international trade model with
a nested CES import demand system, including for example the multi-sector Ricardian model of Costinot, Donaldson and
Komunjer (2012), a multi-sector version of
Krugman (1980), and a multi-sector version of Melitz (2003) with an untruncated
Pareto productivity distribution.
A.

Preferences

The world economy consists of a number
of countries indexed by d, o ∈ Ω, where we
use d as a mnemonic for destination and o
as a mnemonic for origin. The preferences
of the representative consumer in each destination are defined over consumption indexes (Cds ) for a number of sectors indexed
by s ∈ Ξ, where we use s as a mnemonic for
sector. The utility function is:
(1)
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where σ > 1 is the elasticity of substitution
between sectors and Θds > 0 is the taste of
the representative consumer in destination
d for the output of sector s.
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The consumption index for destination d
in sector s (Cds ) is defined over the consumption of the output of each origin o
within that sector (cdos ):
"
(2)
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where νs > 1 is the elasticity of substitution across countries within sectors; we allow this elasticity to differ across sectors
s; θdos ≥ 0 is the taste of the representative consumer in destination d for the goods
supplied by origin o within sector s; and
Ωds ⊆ Ω is the set of origins from which
destination d consumes goods in sector s.
Goods are produced under conditions of
perfect competition and constant returns to
scale using a composite factor with unit cost
ηos in sector s in origin o. Trade is subject
to iceberg variable trade costs, such that
τdos > 1 units of a good must be shipped
from origin o to destination d 6= o in order
for one unit to arrive, where τdds = 1. As
a result, the “cost inclusive of freight” (cif)
price in destination d of the good produced
by origin o in sector s is:
(3)

pdos = τdos pos = τdos ηos .

Using these equilibrium prices and CES
preferences, we can write the import expenditure of destination d on goods in sector s
from a foreign origin o 6= d as:

(4)

xdos =

τdos ηos
θdos
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,
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where Xds =
x
is total exdos
o∈{Ωds :o6=d}
penditure on foreign imports within sector
s; we allow destination d to have zero imports from some origins o 6= d within sector s, such that {Ωds : o 6= d} ⊆ Ω; we
rationalize these zeros in terms of either
zero tastes (θdos → 0) or infinite trade costs
(τdos → ∞); and Pds is the price index for
foreign imports defined as:
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Sectoral Gravity

We first show that this multi-sector Armington model implies a log linear gravity
equation for sectoral trade. Taking logarithms in equation (4) for pairs with positive trade, we obtain:
(6) ln xdos = γos + λds − (νs − 1) ln τdos + udos ,
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first is relative to total imports from foreign
origin (Zdos ) and the second is relative to
total imports from all foreign origins (Ydos ):
(9)

(10)

xdos
.
r∈Ξdo xdor

Zdos ≡ P

Ydos ≡ P

xdos
P

j∈{Ωd :j6=d}

where γos is a fixed effect for origin o in
sector s; λds is a fixed effect for destination
d in sector s; and udos is a stochastic error.
C.

Aggregate Gravity

We next show that this multi-sector Armington model also implies a log linear gravity equation for aggregate trade. As a first
step, note that aggregate foreign imports in
destination d from origin o 6= d are the sum
of imports across sectors s:
X
(7)
Xdo =
xdos ,
o 6= d,
s∈Ξdo

where Ξdo ⊆ Ξ is the set of sectors in which
destination d has positive imports from origin o 6= d.
At first sight, equations (6) and (7) appear inconsistent with a log linear aggregate gravity equation. Although the sectoral gravity equation (6) is log linear, aggregate trade in equation (7) is the sum of
the level rather than the log level of sectoral
trade. However, we now derive an exact
Jensen’s Inequality correction term, which
enables us to write aggregate bilateral trade
in a log linear form.
As a second step, we rewrite destination
d’s aggregate imports from origin o 6= d
(Xdo ) as the sum across sectors of the share
of these imports in its total foreign import
expenditure multiplied by total foreign import expenditure (Xd ):
"
#
P
s∈Ξdo xdos
P
(8) Xdo = P
Xd .
j∈{Ωd :j6=d}
r∈Ξdj xdjr
As a third step, we define two measures
of the importance of destination d’s imports
from foreign origin o 6= d in sector s. The

r∈Ξdj

xdjr

.

Using the denominators in these two definitions, destination d’s aggregate imports
from origin o in equation (8) can be rewritten in the following log linear form:
(11) ln Xdo = Γdo + Λdo − Tdo + Jdo + Udo ,
where Γdo is an average of the origin-sector
fixed effects (γos ); Λdo is an average of the
destination-sector fixed effects (λds ); Tdo
captures the average effect of sectoral bilateral trade costs ((νs − 1) ln τdos ); Jdo is our
Jensen’s Inequality correction term, which
includes Zdos and Ydos , and controls for the
difference between the mean of the logs and
the log of the means; Udo is an average of
the sectoral error terms (udos ). These averages are taken across sectors with positive
trade, and hence vary bilaterally, as shown
in the web appendix.
Absorbing the bilateral variation in the
components Γdo , Λdo , Jdo and Udo into the
error term, we can re-write equation (11) as
a conventional aggregate gravity equation:
X
X
(12) ln Xdo = ηoX + µX
ln τdo + wdo
,
d −V

where ηoX is an origin fixed effect; µX
d is
a destination fixed effect; τdo is an aggregate measure of bilateral trade costs; V X is
the coefficient on this aggregate trade cost
X
measure; and wdo
is the transformed error
term, which includes all bilateral variation
not captured in the aggregate trade cost
measure, as defined in the web appendix.
As well as estimating the aggregate gravity equation for overall bilateral trade in
equation (12), we can also use the log linear
form of equation (11) to estimate aggregate
gravity equations for each bilateral compo-
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nent of overall trade (Γdo , Λdo , Tdo , Udo ):
Γ
Γdo = ηoΓ + µΓd − V Γ τdo + wdo
,

(13)

Λ
Λdo = ηoΛ + µΛd − V Λ τdo + wdo
,
T
−Tdo = ηoT + µTd − V T τdo + wdo
,
J
Jdo = ηoJ + µJd − V J τdo + wdo
,
U
Udo = ηoU + µUd − V U τdo + wdo
,

where we can compute Γdo , Λdo , −Tdo , Jdo ,
and Udo from estimates of sectoral gravity
equations and observed data.
Estimating equations (12) and (13) using
ordinary least squares (OLS), the estimated
coefficient on bilateral trade costs for aggregate trade (V X ) is the sum of those for
each component (V Γ , V Λ , V T , V J , V U ).
Therefore, the relative magnitude of these
estimated coefficients reveals the extent to
which the effect of trade costs on aggregate
bilateral trade (V X ) captures the direct effect of these trade costs on sectoral bilateral
trade (V T ) versus indirect effects through
changes in the composition of sectors with
different origin fixed effects (V Γ ), destination fixed effects (V Λ ), import shares (V J ),
and error terms (V U ).
II.

Data and Empirical Results

In our empirical analysis, we use the
BACI CEPII world trade database, which
reports the bilateral value of trade by Harmonized System (HS) 6-digit product, origin and destination. To abstract from considerations that are specific to the agricultural sector, we focus on mining and
manufacturing products (HS 2-digit sectors 16-96), excluding arms and ammunition (HS 2-digit sector 93). We model bilateral trade costs as a constant elasticity function of bilateral distance between the mostpopulated cities of each origin and destination. We allow this elasticity of bilateral
trade costs with respect to bilateral distance to differ across sectors. We report
results using bilateral trade data for 2012,
but find similar results for other years.
We begin by estimating both an aggregate gravity equation and gravity equations
for each sector. We do so for a range of different definitions of sectors, including HS
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1-digit, HS 2-digit, HS 3-digit and HS 4digit categories. As we include exporter and
importer fixed effects in our gravity equations, we drop exporter-sector cells with less
than 3 importers and importer-sector cells
with less than 3 exporters, which results in
slightly different samples of exporters and
importers for each definition of sector.
As a first step, we sum bilateral trade
flows across sectors, and estimate the aggregate gravity equation (12) for each of
our samples. As reported at the bottom
of Table 1 (row (vi)), we estimate a similar
aggregate distance coefficient across these
four samples. We find a elasticity of aggregate trade with respect to bilateral distance
of around −1.65, which is in line with existing studies, and is statistically significant
at conventional critical values.
As a second step, we estimate separate
gravity equations for each sector for our
alternative definitions of sectors. We find
substantial heterogeneity in the estimated
distance coefficients across sectors. These
estimated distance coefficients range from
−1.9011 to −1.2794 using 1-digit sectors,
−1.9428 to −0.8692 using 2-digit sectors,
−1.9480 to −0.7242 using 3-digit sectors,
and −2.0576 to 1.5683 using 4-digit sectors. By itself, this heterogeneity in estimated distance coefficients across sectors
suggests that the average distance coefficient will vary across origin-destination
pairs with the set of sectors in which there
is positive trade. We find that the extent of these differences in average distance
coefficients generally increases as we move
from less to more disaggregated definitions
of sectors. For example, using 4-digit sectors, the unweighted average distance coefficient varies across origin-destination pairs
from −1.3995 at the 10th percentile to
−1.0970 at the 90th percentile, and the
trade-weighted average distance coefficient
ranges from −1.5012 to −0.9885 between
these same percentiles.
As a third and final step, we compute
each of the components of aggregate bilateral trade in equation (11), and estimate separate gravity equations for each
component, as in equation (13) above. In
rows (i)-(v) of Table 1, we report the es-
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timated distance coefficient for each component for alternative definitions of sectors
(across the columns). The sum of the coefficients across these components in rows
(i)-(v) equals the coefficient for aggregate
bilateral trade in row (vi).
Perhaps unsurprisingly, we find that
much of the effect of distance on aggregate
trade (row (vi)) occurs through the average effect of distance on sectoral trade (row
(iii)), with the difference between these two
estimates becoming larger as we consider
more disaggregated definitions of sectors.
In line with Alchian-Allen type selection effects, we find positive correlations with distance for the origin-sector fixed effects (row
(i)), the destination-sector fixed effects (row
(ii)) and the error term (row (v)). Therefore, trade flows over longer distances are a
selected sample with superior supply-side,
demand-side and/or match-specific characteristics. Finally, we find a substantial negative and statistically significant coefficient
on our Jensen’s Inequality correction term
(row (iv)), which ranges from −0.5188 using 1-digit sectors to −1.2846 using 4-digit
sectors. Therefore, as we consider trade
over longer versus shorter distances, we find
substantial differences in the distribution of
imports across sectors. These differences
in turn imply a substantial discrepancy between the mean of log imports and the log of
mean imports, highlighting the relevance of
the choice of the level aggregation at which
to estimate the gravity equation.
III.

Conclusions

Although the gravity equation is one of
the most successful empirical relationships
in economics, existing research provides relatively little guidance as to the appropriate
level of aggregation at which to estimate
this relationship. In this paper, we make
two main contributions to this question.
First, we derive an exact Jensen’s Inequality correction term for the nested CES
demand structure, such that a log linear
gravity equation holds exactly for each nest
of utility. Second, we use this result to decompose the effect of distance on bilateral
trade in the aggregate gravity equation into
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the contribution of a number of different
terms from gravity equations estimated at a
more disaggregated level: (i) origin fixed effects; (ii) destination fixed effects; (iii) distance; (iv) our Jensen’s Inequality correction term; and (v) the error term.
Second, using the aggregate economy and
sectors as our two nests of utility, we show
that sectoral composition makes a quantitatively relevant contribution to the overall
effect of bilateral distance on bilateral trade
in the aggregate gravity equation.
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